
Press Play Films Lego Animation Birthday Party

Press Play Films can come to your home and make animations with up to 9 children 
aged 7+. We will assist children to realise their ideas for Lego animating by helping 
them to produce a Lego set using our animation theatres and coloured paper 
backdrops.

Once children have created their sets we will assist them to take photographs using 
dedicated animation web cams to produce short stop-motion animations. Children 
will work in pairs to create their animations. Time permitting, children will then add 
credits, music and sound effects to their films. The final films will be ready to watch 
at the end of the party where we have a parent and child screening event. 

Outline of the day 

12:00 Arrive to set up for the party.
1:30 Party starts: Children arrive and  watch a few examples of Lego animations for 
inspiration. Children then create their Lego sets for animating (working in pairs).
2:30 Children photograph their animations using child friendly animation software.
3:30 Children have party food (for example) in a different room while Lara exports 
all films ready to watch.
4.00 Screening event for children and parents
4:30 Pack up and leave.



What we would need 

+A room with a large table, chairs and plug sockets.

+Ideally a TV that has a USB port so we can watch the films.

What we bring

+Laptops with animation software and cameras

+ Tons of Lego 

+Animation sets and resources

+Worksheets so children can continue to animate afterwards

+Enthusiasm, ideas and expertise!

Total price to run the party = £160

Additional travel charges may apply for distances over 10 miles

Price includes:

+ Exporting all animations and ensuring these are sent after workshop (parents email 
will need to be provided for this).

+ Follow-up animation sheet for children so they can continue to animate afterwards.

+ Party decorations and food are not included in this cost.

Please note: children are welcome to bring a special Lego construction or favourite 
mini-figures to the party to animate with!

Thank you. Please contact Lara Leslie @ Press Play Films on 
lara@pressplayfilms.co.uk or 01273 046 698, 07977 593 857.
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